: A Dynamic Mesostructure before, during, and after a beach ball deformation party at i3D 2013. From left to right, a set of images of the same mesostructure as it is impacted by colliders. The right column of each image shows the mesostructure's corresponding color, normal, displacement, and specular maps, from top to bottom, respectively.
Introduction
Texture mapping [Catmull 1974 ] is a foundational tool requisite for today's interactive rendering; it increases realism, fidelity, and immersion while preserving interactivity. Since computer graphics' early days, texture data has been continually extended to encapsulate more than a simple image interpolated across a polygon. Blinn [Blinn 1978 ] used texture data to store perturbed surface normals to enhance a surface's appearance when lit. Cook [Cook 1984 ] extended this idea to store a height field within a texture and reposition the corresponding fragments accordingly, i.e., displacement mapping. The evolution of modern GPUs' parallel compute capability combined with a programmable pipeline has changed the implementation of these early algorithms into many different, but generally ray-traced, approaches yielding realistic mesostructures at interactive frame rates [Szirmay-Kalos and Umenhoffer 2008]. Policarpo's relief mapping [Policarpo et al. 2005 ] and Tatarchuk's parallax occlusion mapping [Tatarchuk 2006 ] are excellent examples of displacement mapping algorithms that easily fit into existing game pipelines, with minimal storage, yet add significant surface details to a virtual world.
Current displacement mapping algorithms focus on efficient and/or correct height map rendering, but have not explored the potential interactivity aspects associated with these surfaces. In this pa-per, we present a novel extension to displacement mapping techniques that enables per-texel collision detection, per-texel material properties, and the corresponding dynamic deformations of the impacted surface. This technique integrates with existing physics engines, such as NVIDIA PhysX, is compatible with many popular mesostructure rendering techniques, such as Relief mapping [Policarpo et al. 2005] , parallax occlusion mapping [Tatarchuk 2006] , and even some safe methods such as Maximal Mipmaps [Tevs et al. 2008] , and performs all deformation computations on the GPU without shuffling texture data between the CPU and GPU. Furthermore, this technique requires no preprocessing time. It requires only the existing displacement and normal data consumed by traditional mesostructure rendering algorithms as well as any per-texel material properties desired.
The contributions of this paper include:
• A technique for interactively deforming and colliding with mesostructures. This technique leverages existing physics engines, such as NVIDIA PhysX, for initial collision information; it subsequently performs per-texel tangent space collisions, and deforms the affected mesostructure in parallel on the GPU without any server-client texture transfers and minimal CPU involvement.
• Each deformation processed by the GPU is able to account for collider-specific physical attributes as well as per-texel surface properties describing the behavior and/or constraints of the impacted mesostructure; therefore, a mesostructure's visual and behavioral dynamics can be tailored to other objects, animations, or time.
• These deformable mesostructure operations are compatible with many existing displacement mapping rendering techniques including relief mapping, parallax occlusion mapping, and even some safe methods lending itself to easy integration into existing game pipelines and applications that use GPUbased displacement mapping techniques.
• Reduces 3D vertex-based deformations to 2D image-based operations performed solely on the GPU, in parallel, and free from CPU-GPU data shuffling.
• Provides a per-texel alternative to traditional decals that offers enhanced visual cues, no additional geometry, and a life-time of the application.
Related Work
Since Catmull's introduction of texture mapping [Catmull 1974 ], the applications of texture data have continued to evolve. Blinn [Blinn 1978 ] stored perturbed surface normals in textures creating the appearance of wrinkled surfaces. Cook [Cook 1984 ] used displacement maps and perturbed normals to offer correct selfocclusion, shadows, interpenetration, and silhouettes at the expense of a highly micro-polygonized scene. Since then, ray-tracing techniques have been developed that offer the benefits of displacement mapping without the need to render large numbers of micropolygons.
Patterson [Patterson et al. 1991] proposed inverse displacement mapping, which serves as the basis for modern ray-traced displacement mapping. Instead of perturbing the actual geometry, a texture space ray intersection is performed against a height field and the result is used to position the fragment. In the early 1990s, this CPU based approach was too slow for interactive computer graphics; what was needed was a vector processor capable of computing thousands of these ray-height field intersections per frame. An alternative approach to ray-traced displacement mapping was Oliveria's relief texture mapping [Oliveira et al. 2000] ; this technique used textures augmented with depth information and offered 3D surface details and view motion parallax based on 3D image warping equations proposed by McMillan and Bishop [McMillan Jr 1997] . This work helped connect image-based modeling and rendering (IBMR) with traditional polygonal rendering.
By 2005, programmable pipelines had reached consumer graphics cards, and Policarpo and Oliveria [Policarpo et al. 2005] proposed mapping relief textures onto polygonal surfaces. The intersection is performed in tangent space [Peercy et al. 1997] and parallelizes efficient ray-height field intersections in the fragment shader offering correct self-occlusions, interpenetrations, motion parallax, shadows, and per-pixel lighting in a compact form. This work was later extended enabling relief mapping on non-height field surface details [Policarpo and Oliveira 2006 ].
Tatarchuk [Tatarchuk 2006 ] improved upon Policarpo's technique in three ways. She approximated the 8-bit relief map data using a piecewise linear curve enabling 32-bit ray-height field intersections; this minimized 'slicing' artifacts at grazing angles. She proposed a technique offering soft shadows with penumbra size approximation whereas Policarpo generated hard shadows, and lastly, she presented an adaptive level of detail (LOD) control system such that displacement mapping was only applied in the near field, and traditional bump mapping in the far.
The method by which the ray-height field intersection is computed generally falls into two categories: safe and unsafe. Policarpo and Tatarchuk both emphasize real-time rendering for dynamic height fields (where the displacement map may be altered on the fly), and therefore prefer a fast, approximate intersection algorithm. In such unsafe approaches, one typically marches uniformly along the view ray until penetrating the height field [Tatarchuk 2006 ] and then refines the intersection with a binary search [Policarpo et al. 2005; Policarpo and Oliveira 2006] . Risser replaced the binary search using the secant method to improve upon convergence time [Risser 2007 ] while others have used a Newton-Raphson method for convergence [Hu and Qin 2007; Wyman 2005] ; however, depending on the smoothness of the height field and the step size, potential intersections may be skipped and the correct result cannot be guaranteed. In applications requiring a correct solution, a safe approach must be used. To avoid inspecting each texel the ray traverses, these techniques require precomputed acceleration structures encoding areas that may be safely skipped; the majority of these structures require off-line preprocessing time and are not conducive to dynamically changing height fields [Baboud and Décoret 2006; Jeschke et al. 2007; Donnelly 2005; Policarpo and Oliveira 2007; Oh et al. 2006] . Fortunately, Tev's work on Maximal Mipmaps showed how it was possible to create an acceleration structure with negligible overhead [Tevs et al. 2008 ] thereby enabling a safe approach to be used in combination with dynamically changing height fields.
Interactive Mesostructures
Mesostructures have been traditionally treated as graphical constructs -the small perturbations, bumps, shadows, and occlusions give rise to heightened visual cues, yet interaction with the object, such as collision and the corresponding deformation, still rely upon the underlying macrostructure geometry. We introduce a technique for interactively deforming and colliding with mesostructures at a per-texel level; this technique integrates well with existing physics engines, is compatible with a broad range of mesostructure rendering techniques, both safe (ex: Tevs' Maximal Mipmaps [Tevs et al. 2008] ) and unsafe (ex: Policarpo [Policarpo et al. 2005 ], Tatarchuk [Tatarchuk 2006]) , and is able to reduce 3D geometrical deformations (vertex-based) to 2D image space operations (pixel- Figure 2 : An interactive mesostructure deformed by spherical impacts. Such an approach provides per-texel interactivity and higher fidelity than traditional decals.
based) that are parallelized on the GPU without CPU-GPU data shuffling. Furthermore, surface / material properties may be specified at a per-texel level allowing a mesostructure to possess varying attributes such as friction, hardness, restitution coefficients, or even attributes not commonly related to computer graphics such as acoustical properties, magnetism, electrical conductance, temperature, specific heat, density, smell, or any other domain that is able to be captured within a scalar or vector field and sampled at a per-texel level.
Per-Texel Collision Detection
Our technique makes use of existing physics engines that support volume intersection; NVIDIA PhysX, Bullet Physics, Havoc Physics, Open Dynamics Engine, among others support this common feature. When the bounding volume of a mesostructured surface is penetrated by a colliding object, the collision information provided by the physics engine is passed as input to a set of GPU kernels for processing, see Figs.3,4. The GPU kernels compute the contact point lying on the mesostructure, the deformation characteristics to be imparted upon the mesostructure, and the corrective forces to be applied upon the collider. Within these kernels, the GPU may also account for surface / material properties intrinsic to the mesostructure; these properties may vary per texel and may be described by either a scalar or vector field since the material data is encoded as a texture accessible to the kernel.
In general, when the bounding volumes of two objects begin to intersect, state regarding the collision's progress must be maintained. The aforementioned physics engines integrate time across fixed, discrete intervals; therefore, two bounding volumes may intersect for more than one time step. During each step, the physics engine applies corrective forces on each body eventually repelling them from one another to simulate the behavior of a natural collision. The state of the collision persists from the initial intersection until the corresponding bounding volumes no longer overlap. The collision kernel performs the ray-height field intersection using uv (non-displaced initial texture coordinate), T cts (collider's trajectory in tangent space), and any desired mesostructure rendering technique. The kernel returns uv disp (texture displacement offset), depthws (world space depth into the mesostructure), and N cms (model space contact normal) associated with the intersection point between T cts and the height field. The displaced UV coordinate, uv + uv disp , is denoted by the pink dot; the depth scalar is the distance from the pink dot to the intersection point along the inverse of macrogeometry's normal vector. The overlapping bounding volumes of the two objects are shown in green. Care must be taken to ensure that uv disp and depth are mapped into world space from tangent/texture space prior to world space use; this scalar multiplication can be performed at the end of the GPU collision kernel or any other convenient point prior to calculation of Cws (world space collision point), as described in bullet 5 of the Collision Kernel algorithm in Sec.3.1.
Our technique extends this concept by using canonical mesostructure rendering techniques to determine precisely when the collider is in contact with the displaced mesostructure surface and only applies corrective forces at such times, see Fig.3 ; by doing so, the surface described by the displacement map effectively becomes the surface upon which collisions occur (as opposed to the macrogeometry). Furthermore, since the GPU computes the texture space collision point ( uv + uv disp ) and since the GPU has access to all the server-side textures, the kernel can efficiently perform additional operations, such as mesostructure deformation, see Fig.4 . By deforming the displacement map texture as a function of the collider's impact, one effectively reduces a traditional three dimensional, vertex-based deformation to a two dimensional, imagebased operation. Such image-based operations are efficiently parallelizable on modern GPUs and require no client-server texture shuffling when compared to vertex-based deformations. Additionally, the resolution of this deformation is at the per-texel level, which for a mesostructure is by definition, higher than the fidelity of the macrogeometry. As shown in Fig.2 , a mesostructure has been impacted by many spheres; the right column of the image shows the mesostructure's color map, normal map, and displacement map from top to bottom, respectively.
This technique can be decomposed into two major GPU kernels: the first kernel determines the initial collision information between the collider and mesostructure, see Fig.3 , and the second kernel, at the appropriate instance(s) of collision with the mesostructure's surface, deform the mesostructure according to the collision dynamics, surface properties, and the collider's physical attributes, see Fig.4 and Sec.3.2. The initial collision GPU kernel returns: 1) the off-set, uv disp , from uv to the texture space contact point (pink dot in Fig.3) , 2) the world space depth, depthws, into the mesostructure from uv + uv disp to the depth of height field intersection, and 3) the associated contact normal, N cmc, of the height-field contact point (for consumption by the physics engine and calculation of restitution forces). The deformation GPU kernel parallelizes texture updates to approximate 3D vertex-based deformations as 2D imagebased operations; the kernel may also return computed corrective forces for consumption by the physics engine as well as other updates, see Sec.3.2. This section's subsequent text describes how this technique is achieved.
Upon an initial collision notification between the bounding volumes of a mesostructure and a collider, the following occurs, see Fig. 3:
• Create a new state machine linking the collider with the mesostructure; append this state to the mesostructure's list of current collisions.
• Transform the collider's trajectory vector, T cws, from world space to tangent space, T cts using the mesostructure's corresponding Tangent, Binormal, Normal (T BN ) matrix. This is commonly an orthonormal 3x3 matrix with the basis vectors being the Tangent, Binormal, and Normal vectors of the corresponding mesostructure, respectively.
• Compute the mesostructure's non-displaced texture coordinate uv. This is the texture coordinate at the intersection between the mesostructure's macrogeometry and T cws, let this 3D intersection point be Cuv. With respect to traditional displacement mapping, uv represents the starting position for the ray-height field intersection; it is analogous to the view vector's intersection with the macrostructure's surface. Optionally, to accelerate this intersection, one may transform T cws through the inverse of the mesostructure's local direction cosine matrix and use a local hierarchial bounding volume, such as an octree for logarithmic acceleration.
• Dispatch the GPU collision kernel with input T cts and uv, see Fig.3 . The GPU kernel returns 1) the displaced texture coordinate offset uv disp , 2) the world-space depth into the mesostructure, depthws, and 3) the model space normal vector, N cms, associated with uv + uv disp .
• The world space 3D collision point between the collider and mesostructure surface is Cws = Cuv + T cws T cws · depth 2 ws + uv disp 2 .
• Store all aforementioned computed values inside the state machine specific to this collision.
Within the kernel, the displacement map and any supporting acceleration structures may be utilized, such as Maximal Mipmaps. Beginning at texture coordinate uv, in the direction of T cts, the kernel may implement any desired displacement map rendering technique. Note, however, the notion of many view rays cast from the eye to each fragment is replaced by a single trajectory vector, T cts originating from the collider. Thus, only a single thread needs to be dispatched to compute uv disp , depthws, and N cms requiring less computation than a typical displacement mapped set of fragments. Unsafe methods such as Policarpo's relief mapping [Policarpo et al. 2005 ], Tatarchuk's parallax occlusion mapping, or Risser's secant-based displacement mapping [Risser 2007] are excellent candidates; safe methods such as Kolb and RezkSalama's dilation and erosion maps [Kolb and Rezk-Salama 2005 ], Oh's pyramidal displacement maps [Oh et al. 2006 ], Donnely's sphere tracing [Donnelly 2005 ], Dummer's cone stepping [Dummer 2006 ], Oliveria and Policarpo's relaxed cone stepping [Policarpo and Oliveira 2007] , or Tev's maximal mipmaps [Tevs et al. 2008] are also potential candidates. It is worth noting, however, that the majority of these safe techniques require acceleration structures that cannot be precomputed on a per-frame basis (with the exception of Tev's maximal mipmaps) and as a result, are not compatible with dynamic deformation as discussed in 3.2. If dynamic deformation is not needed, a safe technique may be preferable as it guarantees the correct intersection point; otherwise, Tev's maximal mipmaps is a good choice for a safe method that is dynamically deformable.
Although the above describes using a single trajectory vector, one may also use a set of trajectory vectors -each corresponding to a different face or salient point on the collider. In doing so, one is able to determine which part(s) of the collider will intersect the mesostructure and in what order, thereby enhancing the collision dynamics; furthermore, the deformation kernel may choose to combine multiple impact points into its deformation of the displacement texture, see Sec.3.2. For example, if the mesostructure represents a fluid-like surface that responds with sinusoidal waves propagating away from an impact point, multiple impact points could trigger multiple waves that interfere with one another dynamically. Although utilizing a set of trajectory vectors increases the computational load, each ray cast is performed concurrently on the GPU in the same manner that each fragment performs view ray intersection with traditional mesostructure rendering.
Upon a subsequent notification of a continuing collision between bounding volumes of a mesostructure and a collider, the following occurs:
• Retrieve the state machine corresponding to this collision from the mesostructure's list of current collisions.
• If the collider's position is within a user defined epsilon of Cws, a true collision with the mesostructure's surface has occurred. Therefore, dispatch a deformation kernel on the GPU, see Fig.4 and Sec.3.2. This kernel uses the existing collision state information, along with any optional surface property information (see Sec.3.3), to approximate a 3D deformation by performing a 2D image-based operation on the displacement map texture (Fig.4a) ; this kernel may also compute and return corrective forces to be applied onto the collider via the physics engine's API. Subsequently, the mesostructure's normal map is updated along with any additional maps, such as specular maps, ambient occlusion maps, or other maps/data. Each update is parallelized across the GPU decreasing processing time and avoiding CPU-GPU data shuffling. Finally, the corrective forces computed by the deformation kernel may be applied upon the collider via the physics engine's API.
• If T cws has changed since the previous notification, update the collision state machine using the new T cws and the steps defined in the previous list; this searches for any possible collision(s) along the collider's new trajectory.
• When the physics engine notifies the state machine that the bounding volumes are no longer intersecting, the collision has fully completed and the corresponding collision state is removed from the mesostructure's list of current collisions.
Each time step, the physics engine updates its collision state for each pair of colliding objects. Our extended collision state checks this information to determine if the bounding volumes are still intersecting. If so, the collider's distance from Cws (or the set of all { Cws1 . . . CwsN }) is compared, within some epsilon, to determine if any true contact with the mesostructure's displaced surface has occurred. If collision(s) exist, the deformation kernel is dispatched. This kernel takes as input, uv + uv disp , N cms (or (a) The Deformation kernel is passed in uv + uv disp and collider-specific attributes; these two values are then used in conjunction with the server-side displacement map and per-texel surface property map to generate and/or select an image operation that will be applied to the displacement map at location uv + uv disp . Subsequently, the deformed displacement map is used to generate a corresponding normal map; a linearly separable Sobel kernel will efficiently generate a new normal map based on the deformed displacement map's gradient. The region deformed about uv + uv disp lies within the red rounded-rectangles.
(b) The final output of the GPU Deformation kernel is shown on the right side -the deformed region lies within the red rounded-rectangle. The original input prior to deformation is shown on the left side -the region to be deformed lies within the red rounded-rectangle.
Figure 4:
The GPU Deformation Kernel applies an image operator about the collision point, uv + uv disp , while accounting for collider-specific attributes and per-texel mesostructure surface properties. The image operator deforms the displacement map accordingly; subsequently, the normal map is updated using the newly deformed displacement map, see Fig.4a . The before and after images of the deformation kernel are shown in Fig.4b .
, and any desired collider attributes; for example, if the collider is a sphere, the radius may be passed to the kernel defining the radius of the 'crater' to be applied upon the mesostructure. This concept can also be used to enumerate different classes of image operations the kernel applies to the displacement map texture. In this manner, physical characteristics specific to a collider will result in correspondingly specific deformations on the mesostructure, see Sec.3.2.
If the mesostructure is manipulated (change in pose or animation) or the collider's trajectory is changed midway through a collision, the collision state information may be recomputed to ensure accurate collision points. This is not necessarily required, however, since one may assume the exterior of the mesostructure's bounding volume is 'close enough' to the mesostructure's surface that any offset incurred from a change in trajectory or mesostructure state will not be large enough to be of noticeable concern nor justify the expense of an additional kernel dispatch; this choice, however, is application specific -updating the collision state each frame ensures accurate collisions. If the trajectory changes such that the collider exits the volume without ever intersecting the mesostructure, the collision state is simply removed from the mesostructure's list of current collisions and the deformation kernel is never dispatched. Similarly, if a collision occurs and a deformation kernel is dispatched, the collision state is only removed when notified by the physics engine that the bounding volumes cease to intersect.
Dynamic Deformation, Animation, and Decals
Figure 5: Normal and displacement maps before and after a collision, respectively. The displacement map texture is manipulated first and the normal map regenerated from the updated displacement texture. The deformation process only requires a 2D imagebased manipulation to approximate 3D deformations. The contact normal on the left side of this image is consumed by the physics engine to compute corrective force vectors.
Since mesostructures are internally represented as a 2D height field stored as a displacement map and only acquire a third dimension via the rendering pipeline, image-based operations are a natural means of manipulation. Fortunately, such manipulation benefits from the massively parallel processing power of modern GPUs; furthermore, interoperability between graphical languages such as OpenGL / DirectX and GPGPU languages such as NVIDIA's CUDA enables a GPU kernel to directly operate on OpenGL / DirectX textures bypassing the traditional need of CPU-GPU texture shuffling; OpenGL 4.3's Compute Shaders further empower such behavior. This two-fold advantage makes per-frame texture manipulation a viable approach for real-time graphics.
Our technique uses image-based operations on the displacement map to approximate deformations incurred by a collider as shown in Figs. 4 and 6. This operation may be tailored to each specific collision since, at the time of impact, the GPU kernel knows the precise coordinate(s) of contact, uv + uv disp , the collider's trajectory(s), the mesostructure's surface properties at and surrounding uv + uv disp , and the collider's enumerated attributes. Together these inputs support many permutations that can be parallelized efficiently, in contrast to traditional 3D vertex-based deformations. Furthermore, many 2D image-based manipulation effects, such as those commonly used in image editors, become applicable to this domain and may be used to enhance the collider's effect on the mesostructure.
On a similar note, deformation need not occur only when in contact with a collider; this technique allows for mesostructures to change as a function of time or any other desired variable; for example, one could simulate water [Tessendorf et al. 2001 ], periodic motion, or other animated behavior; the image operations result in a smooth 3D deformation eliminating 'vertex popping' that results from vertices being repositioned. Notice colliders are able to enter inside the box after breaking through the depth described by the mesostructure's height map.
This technique also provides an alternative to traditional decals. Surfaces affected by impacts, such as bullets, exploding debris, etc are commonly updated by placing a decal over the impact area giving the illusion of interactivity; most modern games limit the number of decals visible at any one time leading to 'disappearing bullet holes' or 'self-cleaning blast zones' -such a limit is reasonable as each decal inserts more geometry into the world and needs to be depth-positioned carefully to avoid z-hitting with the underlying surface and any other underlying decals. By accepting colliderspecific attributes, such as 'bullet', 'laser beam', 'paint ball', etc, the deformation kernel can be correspondingly specific in how each deformation occurs. For example, given a 'bullet' and its trajectory, a precise skid mark can be generated; given a 'laser beam' and its angle of incidence, a burn imprint affecting both the color map and height map can be generated; given a 'paint ball' and trajectory, a realistic splat can be generated. At no point is any additional geometry or texture data inserted -textures are merely manipulated and accumulated onto themselves; as a result, continual deformation is limited only by texture resolution. At this point we can now incorporate the per-texel surface properties into these decal deformations. For example, if the 'paint ball' is colliding with a mesostructure with a per-texel 'hardness' field, the ball may reflect off leaving only a dent if the contact point is below a certain 'hardness' value; otherwise, the 'paint ball' may burst and cause the deformation kernel to invoke a splat image operation. Equation 1 below shows a piecewise function defining which image operator to apply at the contact point uv + uv disp , given the collider-specific attributes and per-texel surface properties of the mesostructure. The permutations grow large quickly offering great diversity per collider per surface.
Given the corresponding surface properties, collider trajectory, and enumerated collider attributes, the deformation kernel selects an appropriate image-operation to apply about the contact point uv + uv disp . Upon completion of the image operation, the displacement map has been updated; subsequently, the corresponding normal map is updated based on the new displacement map -this can be efficiently performed using a linearly separable Sobel kernel c = ColliderSpecif icAttribute y = HardnessSurf aceP ropertyAt( uv + uv disp )
splat(y, T cts) : c = pball, S <= y dent(y, T cts)
: c = pball, D <= y < S smudge(y, T cts) : c = pball, 0 <= y < D
(1) [Shapiro and Stockman 2001] to generate a normal map from the displacement map's gradient. As shown in Fig.6 , a simple circular image operator decreased the scalar values of the displacement map (according to the radius of the collider) about the collision point; afterwards, a linearly separable Sobel kernel passed over this new displacement map to generate the updated normal map, as shown on the right side. Selecting the 'best' image operator is application specific and enables one to trade fidelity for performance or vice-versa.
Surface Properties
As shown in Fig.4a , the deformation kernel may choose to use per-texel surface properties. These surface properties are encoded within a texture as either a scalar or vector field; if one overlays this texture upon the displacement map, any given texture coordinate, uv, corresponds to the same texel in both maps thereby describing the surface of each texel on the displacement map.
The per-texel surface properties may encode a myriad of attributes; some common ones may include 'bounciness', 'hardness', 'brittleness', etc. However, more exotic choices may be useful for certain applications. For example, imagine a game where a player must locate a secret passage below a stone floor and has only one charge capable of creating an opening. The stone floor could encode acoustic properties such that hollow stone echoes differently when walked upon; furthermore, a second scalar in the surface map may encode a lower 'hardness' level enabling the charge to break through the floor only at specific texels. Similarly, one could encode temperature on a per texel basis, if a texel's temperature rises above a threshold, due to some event, that texel's malleability increases enabling deformation of a previously non-deformable object. Many other material properties can be encoded in a similar fashion offering a general mechanism with per-texel descriptions.
Since the collider's contact point(s) and trajectory(s) are known, a more intricate deformation may be approximated; for example, a collider striking a 'brittle' area of a mesostructure may result in a 'chipping'/'fracturing' image-operation about the collision point whereas a collider striking a 'clay-like' area of the mesostructure may result in a 'crater-like' image-operation about the contact point. These properties may also affect the corrective forces applied upon the collider; for example, contact with a 'bouncy' area may result in a more energetic corrective force than contact with a 'soft' area.
These surface properties may be encoded in their own textures, or may optionally be placed in existing color channels that are not used; for example, displacement maps are commonly stored in the alpha channel of a normal map, and similarly, surface properties may be stored in a specular map or ambient occlusion map's unused color channels. Depending on the application and unused texture channels, per-texel surface properties may require no additional space. 
Results
Our implementation used OpenGL for rendering, NVIDIA CUDA 4.1 for GPU kernel execution, and NVIDIA PhysX 3.1.1 as the physics engine. CUDA provided the necessary interoperability between OpenGL and our kernel implementations: OpenGL textures were able to be mapped into the memory space of a CUDA kernel, manipulated, and given back to GL without requiring any CPU-GPU data shuffling. Similarly, OpenGL 4.3's new compute shaders could provide a GLSL-based implementation for the aforementioned GPU kernels instead of CUDA C. Comparing the performance of a CUDA-based implementation and OpenGL 4.3 compute shader-based implementation is an area of future work.
In terms of performance, there were two separate kernels consuming resources. The collision kernel required essentially one mesostructure render of N fragments to compute the collision point(s), where N is the cardinality of { T cts1 . . . T ctsN } (number of trajectory vectors cast from the collider upon the mesostructure), which is N = 1 for all examples illustrated in this paper; therefore, the collision kernel required significantly less resources than a typical mesostructure render; however, our CUDA implementation was not optimal and required more time than a pipelined render of displacement mapped fragments. Subsequently, no further computation was required unless the collider's trajectory changed or the collider intersected the mesostructure. Upon intersection, the deformation kernel was dispatched. The deformation kernel 1) deformed the displacement map according to an image-operator, 2) updated any per-texel surface properties, if necessary (see Sec.3.3), and 3) updated the normal map using the deformed displacement map -the specularity map and/or ambient occlusion map may also require updating, if necessary. Table 1 lists the average execution time of the collision dispatch, deformation dispatch, and the constituent kernels. Each row was dispatched 10,000 times and its average execution time recorded. The kernels denote only GPU execution time. The intersection kernel required the most execution time on both cards -it was responsible for performing the ray-height field intersection and was implemented using Policarpo's Real-Time Relief Mapping algorithm with 30 linear steps and 5 binary steps [Policarpo et al. 2005] ; execution time for a single ray, T cts, or a set of rays, { T cts1 . . . T ctsN }, requires times on the same order since the GPU performs each cast in parallel and only access the displacement map in a read-only manner. The deformation kernel required each thread to read its corresponding texel, transform the texel's value based on the image operator (accounting for surface properties), see Fig.4 , and output the new value. The normal kernel required each thread to read the updated displacement map and output the normal vector corresponding to its position; this can be efficiently implemented with a linearly separable Sobel kernel.
The GTX 580 GPU out performed the GTX 560M GPU for each of the kernels by a factor of 3.4, 7.1, and 2.9, respectively. Throughout the tests, the GTX 580 GPU did not become fill-rate limited whereas the GTX 560M GPU did when rendering 1920x1080 displacement mapped fragments. These times do not reflect the dispatch and scheduling overhead or the CUDA/GL interoperability overhead. Fortunately, two factors mitigate this GPU overhead: 1) no other threads, CPU-side or GPU-side, are blocked during these dispatches; therefore, the CPU is free to perform other work, such as physics computations for the next frame. 2) Future improvements to the CUDA/GL interoperability will hopefully reduce the need for an intermediate GPU-side buffer thereby reducing overhead; also, GL 4.3 compute shaders allow GLSL to directly manipulate textures providing an alternative means to implement interactive mesostructures.
Conclusion
We have presented a technique for interactively deforming mesostructures through dynamic collisions, animation, user interaction, etc. This technique also offers an alternative per-texel approach to traditional decal insertion, placement, and manipulation. Our technique may be used with existing displacement map rendering techniques, both safe and unsafe, it integrates with existing physics engines, requires no preprocessing time, minimal storage, and approximates 3D deformations (vertex-based) as 2D image operations (image-based). These image operations remain server-side, are efficiently parallelizable on modern GPUs, and offer a powerful means to dynamically manipulate almost every aspect of a mesostructure's 3D characteristics. With our technique, we hope to bring physical per-texel interactivity to mesostructures and promote worlds where almost every surface can be interactively deformed and manipulated through 2D texture operations. These operations execute concurrently, remain server-side (on the GPU), offer pertexel resolution, accumulate naturally, and persist throughout the application's life time.
